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Kinship inventory of the Jennewine, Boatman, Chase, and Hall/Capps Patrilineal Lineages

Methodology
To construct kinship inventories and charts stemming from myself, ethos, I conducted
phone interviews with my mother, father, maternal grandmother, paternal uncle, and paternal
great-aunt by partnership. In these interviews, I asked my family to recall by memory the lineage
of their families through paternal links. For my mother and father this means the Chase,
Hall/Capps, Jennewine, and Boatman sides. My maternal grandmother recalled her family
lineage (Hall/Capps) by memory and read me an inventory that my maternal grandfather had
compiled of the Chase lineage. My paternal uncle pointed me to an inventory he had made and
forwarded me short life histories of Jennewine descendants. My paternal great aunt by
partnership, who specializes in genealogy, provided me with an extensive recount of the
Boatman line including inventories, trees, and life histories.
Using all the information given to me, I cross referenced the different accounts of the
same lineages and referenced an ancestry database (familysearch.org) to fill in missing people
in the previously constructed accounts. Because of the unreliable nature and ability for anyone
to add to or edit the familysearch database, it was used as a tool rather than a resource. In
forming the charts, the lineage based on paternal last name was followed for all four of my
grandparents; the Hall/Capp lineage is semi-maternal as there were gaps in information for the
Hall side. While only including patrilineages is not wholly inclusive of my family inventory or

genealogy, due to the vast number of descendants in the Chase and Boatman lines, this
method best encapsulates my lineage inventory with accuracy and relevancy. In the US,
marriage records are often the only form of identification for women before the mid-19th century,
so it is often hard to trace maternal lineages through last names.

Inventory
The inventories presented are not meant to serve as a full account of all blood relatives
of a common ancestor, but rather an account of who I, and my immediate family, recognize as
relatives. The inventories are limited to 11 generations and employ a code of relation which
follows: Fa = father, Mo = mother, Bro = b
 rother, Si = sister, Hu = husband, Wi = wife. The
format reads: I. Name (date of birth, place of birth - date of death, place of death) relation to
ethos

Jennewine Patrilineal Inventory: Chart 1 (pg. 8)
Boatman Patrilineal Inventory: Chart 2 (pg. 9)
Chase Patrilineal Inventory: Chart 3 (pg. 16)
Hall/Capps Patrilineal Inventory: Chart 4 (pg. 20)

Kinship tree of immediate descendants of the Boatman, Jennewine, Chase, and
Hall/Capps patrilineages
This tree tracks only direct lineage through last names and other recognized immediate family

Kinship tree of Jennewine patrilineage

Kinship tree of Boatman patrilineage

Kinship tree of Chase patrilineage

Kinship tree of Hall/Capps patrilineage

Analysis
In compiling my family inventories and looking at their histories, I learned of peculiar
familiarities in the locality and lifestyles between all four sides of my family. Locality and habits
of living were the biggest similarities I found within my family. For nearly seven generations, the
Jennewine and Boatman lineages lived in the same area of Pennsylvania yet did not cross
paths until the seventh recorded generation. The Chase and Hall/Capps lineages also have
extensive histories in the mid and northeast. All lineages tended to stay in the same area in
family units for generations, with the exception of moving when marrying someone from another
town or area. This tendency to stay in the same area for generations reflects the life histories of
individual people along with customs of the particular time. For example, the history of the
Boatman side in Jersey Shore, PA is explained by the multi-generational family lumber
business-turned-auto shop and gas station through the majority of the 19th century through the
mid-20th century. Likewise, the Jennewine family resided in central Pennsylvania for the
majority of the 19th and 20th centuries due to common occupations that were accessible
throughout generations in the mines and steel manufacturing plants. My paternal great
grandfather worked in the Bethlehem Steel plant and my paternal grandfather worked with the
technology side of the plant when he entered the workforce. It was economic interest and
accessibility that led both the Jennewine and Boatman sides to reside in the same area for over
a century and subsequently build a place in history for their contributions to the local economy
and continued presence in their towns.
Similarly to the Jennewine and Boatman sides, the Chase lineage contains a rich history
with deep connections to a certain area. In this case, that area is Plymouth, Massachusetts and
the rich history begins with William Bradford, the second governor of the newly claimed royal
colony. After becoming governor of Plymouth, the Bradford name continued in the colony

through the Revolutionary War and recognition of statehood, ultimately transforming into the
Chase name and spreading throughout the northeast. Claude Baudiment of the Boatman side
shares a history of colonial involvement as he was commissioned by the French to document
and follow indigenous trail systems to explore the movement habits of the Native Americans. He
traced and identified routes all throughout modern day Pennsylvania and is known for running
the entirety of a 100 mile trail in the rain, as told to me by my great-aunt by partnership. Not
much is known about the history of the Hall/Capps side besides their continued residency in the
midwest until the past three decades. My grandmother informed me that her father died during
service in the Vietnam war and his father died during World War II.
Throughout my research, I found the most surprising discovery to be the continued
presence in the northeast among all sides of my family. Before this project I had very little
knowledge about the life histories of my family other than where they had immigrated to
America from and how many generations ago, along with knowledge of notable figures. It was
interesting for me to see the deep roots of my family history in a place I now, coincidentally,
reside.
The most challenging aspect of accumulating the inventories and charts was the vast
number of descendants stemming from large numbers of offspring. The large number of
offspring and subsequent adopted last names from women in the bloodline create an immense
bank of potential relatives that is nearly impossible to trace on a family database (such as
familysearch.org) with accuracy. Even with the extensive documentation I received from my
great-aunt by partnership there are most likely inconsistencies in the information presented due
to intermarriages, women adopting different last names, and complex layers of relationships and
interconnected lineages.

Chart 1: Jennewine Patrilineal Inventory

Chart 2: Boatman Patrilineal Inventory

Chart 3: Chase Patrilineal Inventory

Chart 4: Hall/Capps Patrilineal Inventory

